Remote admission process for foreigners
1- Bachelor’s degree in International Management

1st year

: candidates, who hold the diploma of the Baccalauréat or the equivalent, or who
are studying to prepare this diploma.

2nd year: candidates, who already validated 60 ECTS credits or a 1st year similar to the 1st
year of the Bachelor program. The candidates have to account for a B2 level in English.

3rd year:
and 2nd

candidates, who already validated 120 ECTS credits or 2 years similar to the 1st
of the Bachelor program. The candidates have to account for a B2 level in English.

Registration: The candidate has to register on the site http://talentdays.brest-bs.com/. He
has to indicate that he wants to be remotely tested.
The registration fees (90€) have to be paid by Paybox.
•

Tests: The candidate will be contacted to schedule a meeting in order to take
the following tests by Skype:
- Motivation interview (30 minutes)
- Interview to test the English language skills (15 minutes)
- Online English Test (30 minutes)
- Optional 2nd foreign language test (30 minutes)

•

Admission: the admission Jury will regularly decide to admit or not the
candidates.
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2- Master’s degree
Candidates, who hold 3 years of higher education experience or 180 ECTS credits and the
corresponding diploma.

Registration: The candidate has to register on the site http://talentdays.brest-bs.com/.He
has to indicate that he wants to be remotely tested.
The registration fees (90€) have to be paid by Paybox.
•

Tests: The candidate will be contacted to schedule a meeting in order to take
the following tests by Skype:
- Motivation interview (45 minutes)
- Interview to test the English language skills (15 minutes)
- Online English test (30 minutes)
- Online Assessments to measure a candidate’s ability to solve verbal,
numerical and abstract problems (60 minutes)

•

Admission: the admission Jury will regularly decide to admit or not the
candidates.
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